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Noted compiled by Alex Sarama

Moncho Fernandez 
Attacking the Drop 

Different coverage solutions vs the drop, some work against other coverages too.


 

“Reverse and Short Roll” 

Obradoiro terminology for “step-up” PNR towards 
the sideline as opposed towards the middle. Short 

roll after to receive ball in the pocket. 


Run pin-down on weakside to prevent any 
defenders stunting at the short roll. Could cut and 

slide early.


On PNR Set-Up, could also mean retreat dribbling 
beyond the 3PT line to create space and improve 

the angle to then come off.


Butt screen makes it easier and makes big available 
earlier to receive ball on the short roll.





Vs collapse 

This is a “heavy stunt” where high two man on 
elbow PNR collapses onto short roll receiver.


Corner offense “screens their own” defender who 
has become take two defender. This allows the high 

two man to receive the ball and shoot with time.


If collapse is early, skip immediately to two side. If 
collapse is late, short roll can receive and then pass 

it on.


Two side must invert if best shooter is in the corner.


4 out 1 in gives more time and space on the pop.


Pop with non shooter 

Can still pop with non-shooter. Just pass on the advantage and get a free hit through a DHO or 
get.


Flip & Snake 
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Hold Dribble and Hesi 

In the momentary adv when on ball defender is behind, ball handler holds the ball and hesitates 
faking the pass to the roller. This makes the drop defender recover back to their check, opening 

up a driving lane for the handler.


Steal a Step 

On peel switch off drop, guard can use one footed finish to “steal a step” and score vs big 
switched onto them. Bigs typically counting steps and timing to jump to go on guard’s last step, 

so this really disrupts their timing.


Veer PNR 

“Pass on the advantage” because screener’s defender is too far back, creating an easy 2v1 
situation. If the screener is a shooter (pop threat), can have him receive a flare instead of always 

setting the pin away.


Doesn’t like labelling plays as being for “Player X.” This is an Obradairo play resulting in an 
advantage for any potential player based on the defensive coverage.


Typical Weekly Schedule 

Only one game a week with no European competition. Say the game is played on Sunday, the day 
after the game there is practice for players that didn’t play much in the game. After 1.5 days rest 

(Tuesday afternoon), whole team is together again for practice.


First practice is short and not high intensity. Day after, say Wednesday if the game was Sunday,  
practice would be in the morning (45 mins) and afternoon (1hr 30). Thursday team practice in the 

afternoon. Last day / two days only one practice. 


Typically don’t work on opposition team and scout until two days before the game.


“Points in the Bank” 

Scrimmages with points in the bank scoring. Every miss runs up based on whether it was a 1, 2 or 
3pt miss. Upon a score, you get the value of your shot (e.g. 2 or 3) as well as however many 

points are in the bank. This incentives defense and getting stops. Every shot has pressure, won’t 
take any low value shots.


FT Validations 

If FT problems, for each basket have to validate with one free throw or the points don’t count.


Extra Ball 
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5v5, after every score get 3, 4 or 5 seconds on the clock to run a SOB or BOB. 


Recovery Ball 

After a score, have to get a stop on the next possession otherwise your bucket doesn’t count.


